KDAB – The Qt, C++ and OpenGL Experts

Taking your Qt development to the next level
- Director of Business Development
- Part of the Qt Ecosystem since 2007
- KDAB USA Headquarters
  Since 2009 - Houston TX

Robert Jansen
No. 1 Qt Services and Training Provider

- First Qt consulting services firm
- KDAB – a history of leading (Android, Qt 3D, GammaRay)
- 100s of successful Qt projects
- 80+ employees, primarily located in Europe and North America
- Training courses in Qt, C++11/14 and OpenGL
KDAB is the largest contributor to Qt, outside The Qt Company

- Leaders of Qt 3D Development and QtWebChannel
- Leader of Qt Development for Android, QNX, and Windows Embedded
- Maintainers of 6 Qt Modules
- Collaborator on Qt Automotive Suite
KDAB Services offer:

- Migration to Qt from .NET and legacy GUI-toolkits
- Modernization of legacy applications
- Deep **whole-stack** expertise on Android, QNX, Windows Embedded and Embedded Linux
- Expert integration and optimization of OpenGL and Qt
- We solve performance issues, build run-times, mix native and web
KDAB Workshops  - *plug in to our Expertise*

Target your team’s specific project needs. Workshop examples include:

- Code Migration and Modernization
- Software Architecture
- Profiling and Performance
- Testing and Refactoring
- Agile Development
KDAB Training - *learn from established experts*

We offer 2-5 days courses in:

- Qt/QML | Qt Widgets for Desktop | Qt/QML for Embedded | Advanced QML
- Modern OpenGL
- Introduction to Qt3D - *new*
- What’s New in C++11 / C++14?
- Testing Qt with Squish Debugging & Profiling
- Introduction to CMake
KDAB - Uniquely Positioned for Complex Projects Requiring

- High performance on "underpowered hardware"
- Help to select the right hardware platform
- Powerful integration of web and native
- From-scratch development for multiple platforms and form factors
KDAB - Uniquely Positioned for Complex Projects Requiring

- Optimizations of graphics performance (OpenGL, 3D, Vulkan)
- Top expertise on Qt on Android, QNX, Windows CE/Embedded
- Fast large-scale migrations to Qt from legacy toolkits (MFC, Motif, Java, .Net, Photon...)
KDAB - Expert Design Services

- Interaction Design (prototyping, usability, accessibility)
- Graphic Design (user interface design, icons, …)
- Motion Design (interactive prototyping, testing, …)
Some of our Customers
OPW – Precision Measuring Instruments
Qt 3D – Check out the demo at KDAB’s booth